
Year 3 Homework Takeaway Tasks  Location Location Location  Summer 1  2019 

 You should aim to do at least two different tasks each week as well as regular reading to an adult. 

English Maths Discovery 

Write a book review about your favourite book 
from home. Why is it your favourite? Explain! 

Carry out a traffic survey. Present your findings as a bar chart 
or pictogram. How does traffic affect your local area? (we 
have squared paper for you if you need it) 

Make a model of a building in our local area. 
Maybe choose the library, a shop, our school, a 
church etc 

Check the year 3 common spellings list. Which 
ones are still giving you trouble? 
Use spelling frame to support 
https://spellingframe.co.uk/ 

Time Diary: Write down the key events of your weekend. 
What time did you do it, how long did it last? eg breakfast - 
seventeen minutes to eight, it took twelve minutes to eat my 
breakfast.  

Ask an adult to help you use Google Maps. Can 
you find your house? Our school? Where a 
parent works? 

Write a letter to the Council persuading them to 
create a new park next to your house.  

Use column addition or subtraction to solve the following: 
446+492, 321-211, 648-394, 722+168, 555-187, 281+327, 
600-133, 872-363, 654+182, 973-291 

Walk around your local area. Can you draw your 
route to a friend’s house? 

Visit a library. Can you find where the books 
about the local area are? Take a photo of the 
books you found and write down the coded 
location of the books (Dewey Decimal System) 

Find 5 objects at home and estimate the length of them.  
Check by measuring. How close to the correct answer were 
you? 

Create a collage picture of a place near your 
home using things found in your garden. 

Describe a journey from your house to a 
location you have been to recently. Use time 
connectives eg. First, next, then. 

Create a net to build the following shapes: square based 
pyramid, cube and cuboid. Write down the number of 
vertices, edges and faces each shape has. 

Design your perfect town.  What do you need to 
include? (e.g. school, hospital, shop etc) 

Write a setting description using our classroom 
as the setting. Try to include fronted adverbials, 
expanded noun phrases and similes. 

Practise your 4s and 8 times table. If you are fluent try the 6s. 
Don’t forget Times Table Rock Stars. 

Draw the view from your bedroom or lounge 
window. What can you see? 

Create a non-fiction text (including headings 
and subheadings) about a subject that interests 
you! 

Plan a birthday party tea for 8 children. Include a pizza, 1 
variety of sandwich (cut into quarters), a cake and a packet of 
chocolate fingers. Each child gets the same amount of food. 
Draw the fraction of each item that the children would have 
on their plate. 

Map your own street. Think about including the 
correct number of houses, the shape of the road 
and any other land uses (post box, parks, car 
park etc.) 

Ask your parents or grandparents what our 
local area was like 30 or 50 years ago. Write a 
paragraph about how it has changed. 

Count all the money in a relative’s purse.  How much have 
they got altogether? Take 3 coins away.  How much do they 
have now?  Write three of your own money word problems. 

Make a poster advertising Chelmsford and its 
attractions.  

 
In addition to this work, please read to an adult at least three times a week and tell them about the book you are reading: Who  
are the main characters? Where does the story happen? What might happen next?  
 
Practise times tables so you know 2x 3x 4x 5x 8x 10x multiplication and division facts with instant recall.  
 

https://spellingframe.co.uk/

